Based on positional FEM, three-node Euler-Bernoulli beam element for large deflection 2D frame analysis is researched. Solution strategy of geometric nonlinear static analysis with three-node Euler-Bernoulli beam element is introduced to the frame structures, and the program flow chart is given, then Matlab language is used to compile program. Simple example is shown at the end of the paper, comparing the numerical results achieved with the analytical and other numerical solutions found in the literature.
Introduction
Whether static or dynamic non-linear analysis for frame structures by FEM (finite element method), the calculation precision depends, to a great extent, on the element types (Belytschko et al. 2000) . In the past geometric non-linear analysis, traditional two-node beam element is often used (Crisfield 1991; Clough 2004 ). Ref. [4] (Coda and Greco 2004 ) presents a simple formulation to treat large deflections by FEM based on position description. The simplicity of the resulting formulation may be considered as its main attribute. But get a more satisfactory accuracy, it must need more element number, and the different calculation result of different element number indicates that it has an important influence on the result accordant to the practical situation to choose the element number properly. So it is necessary to search a new beam element type that has the following characteristics: higher precision and less divided element number.
Three-node Euler-Bernoulli beam element and strain calculation
The central line general geometry of a curve over a plane (the accepted geometric approximation) is mapped in Figure 1 (a) . The curve of Figure 1 (a) can be parameterized as a function of a nondimensional variable ξ (varying from 0 to 1). In this study a square approximation for position in x direction and a quintic approximation for y direction are imposed. Center node is node 3, now 
In this study the physical reference configuration is a straight frame bar, as follows:
with 1 
As Euler-Bernoulli hypothesis is adopted, only the longitudinal strain is considered. Imagine a fiber parallel to the central line with an initial length defined by 0 ds . After deformation, its length becomes ds and the following non-linear engineering strain referred to the non-dimensional space represented here by variable ξ is defined (Ogden 1984 ):
In the initial configuration for the central line passing trough the mass center of the bar, one has
where 0 l is the initial length of the finite element. A general configuration, for any instant, is described by the approximation defined in Figure 1 
Substituting Eqs. (6) and (7) 
Following usual engineering procedures, for Euler-Bernoulli (originally straight) frame element, the strain at a fiber which is z distant from the central line can be written as 
Placing Eqs. (8), (11) and (9) together, and remembering that the initial configuration is a straight element, one has nonlinear engineering strain e ε , corresponding to the engineering stress e σ .
The simple positional formulation
Adopting linear constitutive relation for hyper-elastic materials, the strain energy can be written for the reference volume In order to calculate the strain energy it is necessary to integrate the specific strain energy ( 
It is necessary to integrate the specific strain energy ( 
The potential energy of applied conservative concentrated forces is written as
where i F represents forces (or moments) applied in i direction and i X is the i th coordinate parameter of the point where the load is applied.
The total potential energy is written as 1   0  1  1  1  1 1  2  2  2 2  2 2  3  3  3 3  3 where ( ) 1  1  1  2  2  2  3  3  3 , , , , 1  1  1  2  2  2  3  3  3 , , , or in a compact notation:
where i p is a generalized parameter and indices are related to nodal positions by ( ) ( ) 1  1  1  2  2  2  3  3  3 , , , , 
The vector function ( ) g p is non-linear regarding nodal parameters ( p and F ). To solve Eq. (21) one can use the Newton-Raphson procedure, flow chart of the nonlinear analysis for beam structures is as figure 1 (b) . A, E, I and L represent cross-sectional area, Elastic Modulus, inertial moment, cantilever beam length respectively. ElementNum, eps, IterMax respectively represent total structure element number, convergence standard and maximum iterating times (when iteration number more than this, the end). n and i are iteration times and element number. X and F are ( ) 2 3 i + × matrixes, respectively represent position and force vector. Norm (.) is the calculation vector norm.
Numerical example
The numerical example is an Euler beam initially horizontal, clamped at one end and subjected to an applied moment at the other. It has been presented in Ref. One can see that the global structure usually needs to be divided into more divided element number by using traditional two-node beam element than three-node beam element to achieve the same precision. More divided element number means order number of system balance equations increased twofold; it must bring a lot of difficult to solve. Therefore, the precision of three-node beam element is much higher than one of two conventional two-node beam elements in nonlinear analysis.
Conclusions
In geometry nonlinear static and dynamic analysis of Structures that exhibit large displacement, only simply increasing divided element number must bring a lot of solving difficult, and cannot solve all problems, especially in nonlinear dynamics. Although three-node increased computational complexity of element level, the computers' treatment polynomial function efficiency is very high, and in the overall level, not increased amount of calculation. Therefore, three-node beam element has a great advantage over two-node one, and this article provides a new solving method to the large displacement geometry nonlinear static and dynamic analysis.
